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We study the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer in the regime of spontaneous parametric down-conversion
with high pump beam power at the crystal. In this regime one and two photons from a pump pulsed laser beam
generate one and two pairs of photons, respectively. These photons are then directed to the beam splitter of the
interferometer and detected at its exit in coincidence. An interesting phenomenon is observed: The reduction of
the visibility of the Hong-Ou-Mandel coincidence peak 共or dip兲 with the increase of pump power. We study the
relation between the visibility of the fourth-order interference pattern and the power of the pumping laser beam
for type I and type II phase-matching crystals. Our theoretical calculations are in good agreement with the
experimental results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.77.053822

PACS number共s兲: 42.50.Dv, 42.65.⫺k, 42.25.Hz

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum interference using a pair of correlated photons
has played an important role in the recent developments of
the fundamental study of quantum nonlocality 关1–5兴. Quantum interference with more than one pair is also a rich topic
for research. For example, a more dramatic nonlocality violation with three particles is predicted 关6,7兴. Spontaneous
parametric down-conversion 共SPDC兲 became the most common source of two and four photons used in quantum optics
and quantum-information experiments during the past 20
years. SPDC is a nonlinear optical process where one photon
from the pump 共p兲 laser beam incident to a crystal can originate two other photons: Signal 共s兲 and idler 共i兲 关8兴. Quantum
interference between single photons generated by independent sources 关9兴 is essential for quantum-information processing schemes such as, for example, for implementing
linear-optics quantum computers 关10兴. Interference with independent fields from parametric down-conversion was applied to quantum state teleportation where a two-photon entangled state is used to teleport an arbitrary unknown
polarization state 关11兴.
The photon pairs generated by the SPDC process are also
called twin photons for being generated simultaneously with
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a very small temporal uncertainty 关12兴. The usual way to
determine the duration of a short pulse of light is to superimpose two similar pulses and measure the pulse overlapping
with a device having a nonlinear response. In the regime of a
few photons, the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer 共HOM兲
was first developed as an interferometric tool for measuring
the subpicosecond temporal uncertainty in the simultaneous
photon pair generation by SPDC 关12兴. In their experiment,
signal and idler photons with the same frequency and polarization are combined in a 50:50 beam splitter 共BS兲 and the
output photons are detected at the exit of the beam splitter by
coincidence detection. When the idler and the signal paths
from the crystal to the BS are made equal, no coincidence
counts are detected at the BS output. The coincidence counts
plotted as function of the idler-signal path difference shows
then a dip. This interferometer has been used for tests of Bell
inequalities 关13兴, measurement of the tunneling time of photons 关14兴, demonstration of the photon cancellation dispersion 关15兴, demonstration of a quantum eraser 关16兴, quantum
teleportation 关11兴, generation of a multiphoton state superposition 关17兴, multimodal quantum interference 关18兴, photon
interferometry in cavities 关19兴, construction of quantum logic
gates for processing of quantum information 关20兴, and cloning of a quantum state 关21兴.
Nagasako et al. 关22,23兴 studied the HOM dip with a
single mode frequency theory when the light source is a
parametric amplifier. Their main motivation was to use this
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placed in front of the D1 and D2 detectors. Coincidence
counts are measured as a function of the interferometer arm’s
difference ␦ produced by displacing the beam splitter 共Fig.
1兲.
A. HOM interferometer with one and two pairs of photons
and phase-matching type I

The process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion
with the crystal pumped by a coherent pulse and generating
one and two photon pairs by type I phase matching can be
described by the following quantum state 关8,25兴:
兩⌿典 = M兩vac典 + E p兩⌽1典 + 2E2p兩⌽2典,

共1兲

is the number
where 具⌿ 兩 ⌿典 = 1, 具⌽i 兩 ⌽ j典 = ␦ij 共i , j = 1 , 2兲,
of photons of a pump pulse which fall on the crystal, M is a
constant such that M Ⰷ E p 共M ⱗ 1兲, E p is the probability
amplitude that one photon from the pump pulse is converted
into two photons by SPDC, 2 is the fraction of incident
pump photons that are converted to signal-idler pairs and
E2p

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer. BS is a
50:50 beam splitter, F is an interference filter, D1 and D2 are photon
detectors, C is a coincidence detection system. The path length
difference between the arms of the interferometer from the crystal
to the BS 共␦兲 is changed by displacing the BS.

interferometer for doing quantum lithography 关24兴. They
showed that for beams incident to the BS with the same
polarization, the vanishing of the coincidence rate disappears
in the amplifier high gain limit.
In this work, we study theoretically and experimentally
the HOM interferometer in the regime of strong pulse pump
field at the crystal such that one and two pairs of photons per
incident pump pulse can be generated by SPDC 关25,26兴. The
two pairs or four photons are generated from two pump photons in a time interval smaller than the coincidence temporal
window. HOM interference is studied theoretically in this
regime for type I and type II phase-matching parametric
down-conversion 关27兴. Dips or peaks can be obtained in the
plot of the coincidence rate as a function of the signal-idler
path difference when the incident photon pairs to the BS are
in a triplet or singlet polarization state, respectively. A frequency multimode theory is used for obtaining the HOM
interference pattern visibility as a function of the pump beam
power. An experiment is done for type II phase matching,
with photons generated in the polarization singlet state and is
compared with the theoretical calculation. The nomenclature
is based on Ref. 关25兴 and a recent study 关26兴.

兩⌽1典 =

兩⌽2典 =

1
2

冕
冕

d1d2⌽共1, 2兲â†共1兲b̂†共2兲兩vac典,

共2兲

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲â†

⫻共1兲b̂†共2兲â†共1⬘兲b̂†共2⬘兲兩vac典.

共3兲

In the above expression, a and b define idler and signal
propagation modes, respectively; â† and b̂† are annihilation
operators for photons in these modes. In the type I phasematching condition, signal and idler photons have the same
polarization. We assume that signal and idler propagation
directions are well defined by apertures such that the photons
are supposed to be single mode in momentum 关8兴. The spectral function ⌽共1 , 2兲 which we assume to be symmetric
with respect to 1⬘ , 2⬘, contains the phase-matching conditions for the SPDC, and incorporates the frequency dependence of the various factors present in the parametric interaction 关8,25兴.
The state 兩⌽1典 represents two photons converted from a
photon of a pump pulse and the state 兩⌽2典 represents four
photons converted from two photons of a pump pulse when
it crosses the crystal. The intensity operators for the times t1
and t2, at the exit of the beam splitter 共BS兲 共Fig. 1兲 are
1 共−兲
1
共+兲
Î1共t1兲 = F̂共−兲
共t1 + ␦兲 · F̂共+兲
a 共t1 + ␦兲 + F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲 · F̂b 共t1兲
2 a
2

II. HOM INTERFEROMETER WITH ONE AND TWO
PHOTON PAIRS

The Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer is represented in
Fig. 1. A laser beam pumps the crystal generating one or two
photon pairs per pump pulse that propagate in two different
paths 共a and b兲 in a noncollinear SPDC process. Depending
on the one or two pair generation, we have one or two photons, respectively, in each path. Each beam is then directed to
the 50:50 beam splitter by two mirrors and detected in coincidence at the exit of the beam splitter by a detection system
with 3 ns of temporal resolution. Photons with the same frequency are selected by two identical interference filters

1 共−兲
1
共+兲
共+兲
+ F̂共−兲
b 共t1兲 · F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲 + F̂b 共t1兲 · F̂b 共t1兲,
2
2

共4兲

1
1 共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
Î2共t2兲 = F̂共−兲
a 共t2兲 · F̂a 共t2兲 − F̂a 共t2兲 · F̂b 共t2 − ␦兲
2
2
1 共−兲
1
共+兲
共t2 − ␦兲 · F̂共+兲
− F̂共−兲
a 共t2兲 + F̂b 共t2 − ␦兲 · F̂b 共t2 − ␦兲,
2 b
2
共5兲
where ␦ is the time delay between signal and idler photons.
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This time delay is varied by displacing the BS in Fig. 1. The
idler and signal electric field operators are

jugates are nulls and, because of that, they do not appear
above in PI共t1 , t2兲. We obtain the coincidence rate by integrating the coincidence detection probability over times t1
and t2 in the time interval of the electronic window 共usually
on the order of 1 ns兲. This time interval is much larger than
the longitudinal coherence time of the photons 共on the order
of 100 fs兲, so we can extend the integration interval to infinity. Some simplifications can be made in the above expressions. For instance, in the correlation functions 共9兲–共14兲 it is
not necessary to discriminate the polarization indexes because, in the phase-matching type I, the generated photons
have the same polarization. The terms 共9兲 and 共10兲 give the
same contribution to the probability of detection and this can
be seen if we exchange t1 + ␦ for t2 and t2 − ␦ for t1. The term
共11兲 is the Hermitian conjugate of 共12兲, so they give the same
contribution. The correlation functions 共13兲 and 共14兲 are the
same when exchanged with a ↔ b and t2 − ␦ for t2. Since
具⌽1 兩 ⌽2典 = 0, we can calculate the detection probability considering separately each term of the SPDC state and add the
results at the end.
In this calculation we used the following commutation
relations:

F̂共+兲
a 共t兲 =

1

冑2

冕

dâ共兲e−it ,

共6兲

F̂共+兲
b 共t兲 =

1

冕

db̂共兲e−it .

共7兲

冑2

The probability of the coincidence detection after the BS
is given for normal and temporal order 关8兴 of the operators Î1
and Î2, by
PI共t1,t2兲 = 具I:Î1共t1兲Î2共t2兲:典.

共8兲

Then, by substituting 共4兲 and 共5兲 in 共8兲, we obtain
1
共+兲
共+兲
PI共t1,t2兲 = 具F̂共−兲
共t1 + ␦兲F̂共−兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲典
4 a
共9兲
1
共+兲
共+兲
共t1兲F̂共−兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
a 共t2兲F̂a 共t2兲F̂b 共t1兲典
4 b

共10兲

1
共+兲
共+兲
共t1 + ␦兲F̂共−兲
− 具F̂共−兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t2兲F̂b 共t1兲典
4 a

共11兲

1
共+兲
共+兲
共t1兲F̂共−兲
− 具F̂共−兲
a 共t2兲F̂a 共t2 − ␦兲F̂b 共t1 + ␦兲典
4 b

共12兲

共13兲

1
共+兲
共+兲
共t1兲F̂共−兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂b 共t1兲典.
4 b

冕冕

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2 + 24E4p

+ 24E4p

冕冕

共16兲
关âs共兲âs共⬘兲,âs†共1兲âs†共1⬘兲兴
= ␦共 − 1兲␦共⬘ − 1⬘兲 + ␦共 − 1⬘兲␦共⬘ − 1兲
We also used

共14兲

共−兲 共+兲 共+兲
The
terms
of
the
form
具F̂共−兲
a F̂a F̂b F̂b 典,
共−兲 共+兲 共+兲
共−兲 共−兲 共+兲 共+兲
具F̂共−兲
a F̂a F̂a F̂b 典, 具F̂a F̂b F̂b F̂b 典 and their Hermitian con-

冕冕

共15兲

关â共兲,â†共⬘兲â†共⬙兲兴 = ␦共 − ⬘兲â†共⬙兲 + ␦共 − ⬙兲â†共⬘兲,

+ terms that annihilate the vacuum.

1
共+兲
共+兲
共t1兲F̂共−兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
a 共t2兲F̂a 共t2兲F̂a 共t1兲典
4 a

2E2p

关â共兲,â†共⬘兲兴 = ␦共 − ⬘兲,

冕

⬁

e−i共⬘−⬘兲tdt = 2␦共⬘ − ⬘兲.

共17兲

共18兲

−⬁

After integrating the correlation functions 共9兲–共14兲 in t1
and t2, we obtain the results shown below. The correlation
functions 共9兲 and 共10兲 contribute to the coincidence rate with

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2

冕冕

d1⬘d2⬘兩⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽*共1⬘, 2兲⌽*共1, 2⬘兲⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲,

or

2E2p + 2E4p共A + 兲,

共19兲

where
A = 兩兩4

冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘兩⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2 = 兩兩4

共20兲

is the accidental two-photon probability 关25,26兴. Indeed two uncorrelated fields 1 and 2 which excite, respectively, the
detectors D1 and D2, can generate accidental coincidences which do not reflect any quantum correlation,
053822-3
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 = 兩兩4

冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽ⴱ共1, 2⬘兲⌽ⴱ共1⬘, 2兲

共21兲

is the excess two-photon probability due to photon bunching 关25,26兴. For obtaining 共19兲 and 共20兲, we used 具⌽i 兩 ⌽ j典 = ␦ij
共i , j = 1 , 2兲. The calculation of 共9兲 is made in detail in the Appendix.
The correlation functions 共11兲 and 共12兲 contribute to the coincidence rate with

2E2p

冕冕

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2e−i共1−2兲␦ + 4E4p

+ 4E4p
+ 4E4p
+ 4E4p

冕冕冕冕
冕冕冕冕
冕冕冕冕

冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2兩⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2e−i共1−2兲␦

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽*共1, 2⬘兲⌽*共1⬘, 2兲e−i共1−2⬘兲␦
d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽*共2, 2⬘兲⌽*共1⬘, 1兲e−i共1−2兲␦
d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽*共2, 2⬘兲⌽*共1⬘, 1兲e−i共1−2⬘兲␦

E4p共A + 兲.

or, in another form
E2pX共␦兲 + E4p关A共␦兲 + 共␦兲 + ⬘共␦兲 + ⬙共␦兲兴,

共22兲

where
X共␦兲 = 兩兩2

A共␦兲 = 兩兩4

冕冕

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2e−i共1−2兲␦ ,

冕冕冕冕

⫻兩⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2e−i共1−2兲␦ ,
 ⬘共 ␦ 兲 = 兩  兩 4

冕冕冕冕

Nc =

E4p
+ 关3 − 共␦兲 − ⬘共␦兲 − ⬙共␦兲兴,
2
共24兲

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽ⴱ共1, 1⬘兲⌽ⴱ共2⬘, 2兲

冕冕冕冕

共25兲

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽ⴱ共1, 1⬘兲

In the process of the SPDC when a crystal with phasematching type II is pumped by a coherent pulse, the generated photons exit the crystal with orthogonal linear polarization. This process can be described by a state having the
same form as the state shown in 共1兲 but with 关26兴
兩⌽1典 =

共26兲
and 共␦兲 is obtained from  关Eq. 共21兲兴 by multiplying the
integrand by e−i共1−2⬘兲␦.
The correlation functions 共13兲 and 共14兲 contribute to the
coincidence rate with

冕

共29兲

where X = X共0兲 = 兩兩2.

⫻⌽ⴱ共2⬘, 2兲⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲e−i共1−2⬘兲␦ ,

兩兩4E4p

E2p
E4
关X − X共␦兲兴 + p 关3A − A共␦兲兴
2
2

B. HOM interferometer with one and two pairs of photons
and phase-matching type II

⫻⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲e−i共1−2兲␦ ,
 ⬙共 ␦ 兲 = 兩  兩 4

Finally the coincidences at the exit of the interferometer of
Hong-Ou-Mandel, with two and four photons at the BS entrance generated by phase-matching type I, is

共23兲

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2

共28兲

1

冑2

冕

d1d2⌽共1, 2兲

†
†
共1兲b̂V† 共2兲 ⫾ âV† 共1兲b̂H
共2兲兴兩vac典, 共30兲
⫻关âH

and
兩⌽2典 =

1
4

冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲

†
†
共1兲b̂V† 共2兲âH
共1⬘兲b̂V† 共2⬘兲
⫻关âH

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘关兩⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2

†
†
共1兲b̂V† 共2兲âV† 共1⬘兲b̂H
共2⬘兲
⫾ âH

+ ⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽ⴱ共1, 2⬘兲⌽ⴱ共1⬘, 2兲兴 共27兲

†
†
共2兲âH
共1⬘兲b̂V† 共2⬘兲
⫾ âV† 共1兲b̂H
†
†
共2兲âV† 共1⬘兲b̂H
共2⬘兲兴兩vac典,
+ âV† 共1兲b̂H

or
053822-4
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where H and V means horizontal and vertical polarization,
respectively. We assume here that the photon pairs are generated in a singlet 共minus sign兲 or triplet 共plus sign兲 polarization entangled state. The intensity operators at the detectors D1 and D2 are equal to the operators shown in the
expressions 共4兲 and 共5兲, except that now we must sum the
right-hand side of these expressions in H and V, for each
mode a and b. The probability of coincidence at the beamsplitter exit of the HOM interferometer for phase-matching
type II 关8兴 is then calculated from expression 共8兲,

E2pX + 2E4pA + E4p.

1
共−兲
共+兲
PII共t1,t2兲 = 兺 兺 关具F̂共−兲
ai 共t1 + ␦兲F̂bj 共t2 − ␦兲F̂bj 共t2
4 i=H,V j=H,V

The terms 共34兲 and 共35兲, when the indexes are i = j = H or
i = j = V, are equal to
E4p
共A + 兲
4

E4p
A.
4

共32兲

The total contribution of 共34兲 and 共35兲 to the number of
coincident photons is thus

共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
bi 共t1兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂bi 共t1兲典

共33兲

E4p
共2A + 兲.
2

共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
ai 共t1兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂ai 共t1兲典

共34兲

In a similar way, 共36兲 and 共37兲, when the indexes are i
= j = H or i = j = V, give

where
1

F̂共+兲
ai 共t兲 =

冑2

F̂共+兲
bi 共t兲 =

1

冑2

冕

dâi共兲e−it ,

共38兲

冕

db̂i共兲e−it .

共39兲

Here, as mentioned above in the type I case, some of the
correlation functions are not shown in the expressions
共32兲–共37兲 because they are null. The coincidence rate is calculated as
NIIc共␦兲 =

冕冕
⬁

−⬁

冊

E2p
E4
E4
E4
X共␦兲 + p A共␦兲 + p 共␦兲 + p ⬘共␦兲 .
2
2
4
4

冉

⫾ E2pX共␦兲 +

冊

E4p
E4
E4
E4
A共␦兲 + p 共␦兲 + p ⬘共␦兲 + p ⬙共␦兲.
2
2
2
2
共49兲

Finally, the number of coincident photons at the exit of
the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer with two and four photons exiting the crystal by SPDC phase-matching type II, is
N c共 ␦ 兲 =

E2p
E4
关X ⫿ X共␦兲兴 + p 关3A ⫿ A共␦兲兴
2
2
+

−⬁

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2兩⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2

E4p
A,
4

E4p
关3 ⫿ 共␦兲 ⫿ ⬘共␦兲 − ⬙共␦兲兴,
4

共50兲

where the plus signs in 共50兲 are the coincidences when photon pairs are generated in a singlet state while the minus sign
is for the case where the photon pairs are generated in a
triplet state.

共41兲

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

共42兲

The HOM interferometer scheme is shown in Fig. 1. We
have tested experimentally the calculated HOM interference
pattern as a function of the average pump beam power at the
crystal. The laser beam source used in the setup is a regenerative amplifier 共RegA™-coherent兲 producing at its output
200 fs light pulses with a repetition rate of N = 250 KHz. The
seed pulsed beam to the amplifier comes from a mode locked

and, when the indexes are i = H, j = V or i = V, j = H is
E4
E2p
X + E4pA + p .
2
2

共48兲

The total contribution of the correlation functions 共36兲
and 共37兲 to coincidences is

共40兲

The contribution of 共32兲 and 共33兲 to the coincidence rate
when the indexes are i = j = H or i = j = V is

冕冕冕冕

冉

⬁

PII共t1,t2兲dt1dt2 .

共47兲

and, when the indexes are i = H, j = V or i = V, j = H result in
⫾

共37兲

共46兲

E4p
 ⬙共 ␦ 兲
4

共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
关− 具F̂共−兲
bi 共t1兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂aj 共t2 − ␦兲F̂bi 共t1 + ␦兲典兴,

=

共45兲

− ␦兲F̂共+兲
ai 共t1 + ␦兲典兴

共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
− 具F̂共−兲
ai 共t1 + ␦兲F̂bj 共t2 − ␦兲F̂aj 共t2兲F̂bi 共t1兲典 共36兲

4

共44兲

and, when the indexes are i = H, j = V or i = V, j = H, are equal
to

共−兲
共+兲
共+兲
+ 具F̂共−兲
bi 共t1兲F̂bj 共t2 − ␦兲F̂bj 共t2 − ␦兲F̂bi 共t1兲典 共35兲

4E4p

共43兲

The total contribution of the correlation functions 共32兲
and 共33兲 is
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200 fs laser 共Mira™-Coherent兲 with repetition rate of 76
MHz and operating at 795 nm. The pump uv beam at 397.5
nm is produced by second harmonic generation after the infrared RegA pulsed beam is sent to a 1.0 mm type I ␤-barium
borate 共BBO兲 crystal. The average power of the pulsed uv
beam is 150 mW and is directed to a 1.5 mm BBO crystal for
the SPDC generation with type II phase matching. The uv
beam is slightly focused to the crystal by a 1.0 m focal length
lens. Due to the high energy per pump pulse at the crystal,
one and two photon pairs in the singlet state are generated by
SPDC from one and two photons of the pump pulse, respecc
tively. Photons with the same frequency 1 = 2 ⬇ 20 exit the
crystal making an angle of 2.5° with the pump beam direction and are selected by two pinholes with 1.5 mm diameter
placed in their paths. The photon pairs are generated in a
polarization singlet state by the scheme shown in Ref. 关28兴.
The photon pairs are then directed to the 50:50 beam splitter
as shown in Fig. 1. By displacing the BS with a translation
stage coupled to a step motor we can balance photons 1
共signal兲 and 2 共idler兲 paths, without losing the interferometer
aligning. Both detectors D1 and D2 are avalanche photodiodes 共Perkin-Elmer-SPCM-AQR-14兲 operating in photon
counting mode and F1, F2 are interference filters placed in
front of them, with 3.0 nm full width at half-maximum
共FWHM兲 bandwidth and centered at 795 nm. The coincidence rate is measured by a coincidence circuit with 3 ns
temporal resolution.
We assume that the spectral distribution of the photons’
wave packets is determined by the filter’s frequency distribution, because the gain frequency bandwidth of the parametric down-conversion process and the frequency bandwidth of the pump field spectrum are much broader than the
filter bandwidth 关12,25兴. By considering the transmission
function of the two filters to be Gaussian and centered at
c
c
1 ⬇ 20 and 2 ⬇ 20 , we can write the state spectral function
as

冉

⌽共1, 2兲 = ⌽ 1 =

冊

c0
c
, 2 = 0 f共1兲f共2兲
2
2

with

f共兲 =

1

冢

冑⌬ f 冑 exp

−

冉

c0
2
2⌬2f

−

冊

them. All experimental plots are done in terms of the average
pump beam power P that is proportional to the theoretical
quantity E2p. E2p = NhP  , where N is the pump laser repetition
rate,  is the pump beam frequency, and h is the Planck
constant 关29兴.
We obtained X0 by plotting the single counts of one of the
detectors at the exit of the interferometer as a function of the
average pump beam power. The probability rate of detecting
a photon in the signal or idler field is given by 关25兴
P共t j兲 = 具Î共t j兲典
with j = 1 , 2. This quantity can easily be calculated by using
the state shown in Eq. 共2兲. The overall probability of detecting a photon is obtained by integrating P共t j兲 in all times as
discussed above,

共51兲
P1j =

冕

⬁

P共t j兲dt j = E2p兩兩2

−⬁

2

冣

=
.

共52兲

⌬ f is the FWHM of the interference filter. By substituting
共51兲 in 共50兲, we obtain the following expression for the number of coincidence photons at the HOM interferometer exit
for photon pairs in the singlet state,
N c共 ␦ 兲 =

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Single counts in one of the detectors in
terms of the average pump beam power. The experimental slope of
the straight line is 共63.6⫾ 0.8兲 ⫻ 103 photons/ s W. From it we can
obtain a measurement of the detector efficiency times X0.

with X0 = X共0兲, A0 = A共0兲, and 0 = 共0兲. For testing the calculated HOM output coincidence rate for the singlet state we
need to determine the quantities X0 and 共2A0 + 0兲. We describe below the experimental procedure used for obtaining

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2
共54兲

E2pX共0兲,

where we used the normalization condition 具⌿ 兩 ⌿典 = 1 for
evaluating the integral. Therefore, E2pX共0兲 is the probability
of a single photon conversion in a single pump pulse. When
we consider the efficiency ␣ j of the detector and the laser
beam repetition rate N, we have the following expression for
the single counts:

E2p
E4
2 2
2 2
X0共1 + e−共⌬ f 兲 ␦ 兲 + p 共2A0 + 0兲共3 + e−共⌬ f 兲 ␦ 兲
2
4
共53兲

冕冕

R1j = N␣ jE2pX0 = ␣ jX0

P
.
h

共55兲

The single counts per second in terms of the average pump
beam power is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental slope of
the straight line is 共63.6⫾ 0.8兲 ⫻ 103 photons/ s W. From it
we can obtain a measurement of the detector efficiency times
X 0.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Coincidence rate in terms of the average
pump beam power, with one of the arms of the interferometer
blocked, and detected at the exit of the BS. The continuous
curve is an experimental fit done with the function cPd;
c = 共4.9⫾ 0.2兲 ⫻ 103 photons/ s W2 and d = 2.00⫾ 0.02 关see Eq.
共56兲兴. We determine from c the quantity 共2A0 + 0兲 times the product
of the detector efficiencies.

The quantity 2A0 + 0 is obtained from the measured coincidence rate NcB as a function of the average pump beam
power when one of the interferometer arms is blocked. The
theoretical coincidence rate for this case is obtained by considering in the input of the BS only one propagation photon
mode 共a or b兲 and therefore, using the correlation function
shown in Eq. 共34兲 or 共35兲. We then obtain

NcB = N2E4p␣1␣2共2A0 + 0兲 = ␣1␣2共2A0 + 0兲

冉 冊
P
h

2

.
共56兲

This coincidence rate, detected with one of the
interferometer arms blocked, in terms of the average
pump beam power is shown in Fig. 3. The continuous curve
is an experimental fit done with the function cPd;
c = 共4.9⫾ 0.2兲 ⫻ 103 photons/ s W2 and d = 2.00⫾ 0.02 关see
Eq. 共56兲兴. We determine from c the quantity 2A0 + 0 times
the product of the detector efficiencies.
The overall detection efficiency 共that takes into account
the interference filter transmission, pinhole area, and detector
lens coupling兲, is deduced from the measured coincidence
rate at the HOM interferometer exit for photon pairs in the
singlet state for low pump beam power. Assuming that in this
regime the two pair generation by SPDC is negligible, the
theoretical coincidence rate becomes

N c共 ␦ 兲 = N
=

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Experimental results of the coincidence
rates for Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer with two and four photons in a singlet ted by phase-matching type II for different average
pump beam powers: 共a兲 1 mW, 共b兲 16 mW, 共c兲 31 mW, 共d兲 61 mW,
共e兲 91 mW, and 共f兲 111 mW. The continuous curve is derived from
Eq. 共53兲.

We use the HOM plot shown in Fig. 4共a兲 that was obtained
with 1 mW average pump beam power for obtaining the
overall detector efficiency. For simplicity we assume that
both detectors have the same detection efficiency. The quantities E2p and ␣iX0 in Eq. 共57兲 are obtained from the average
pump beam power and the single counts plot, respectively.
Then, the theoretical fit of Fig. 4共a兲 with Eq. 共57兲 gives us
the detector efficiency ␣i = 共9.0⫾ 0.6兲 ⫻ 10−3 that is used for
obtaining experimentally X0 and 2A0 + 0.
Finally the experimental coincidence rates in terms of the
average pump beam power for photon pairs in the singlet
state is plotted in Fig. 4. The continuous curve is derived
from Eq. 共53兲. We can also derive the dependence of the
interference pattern visibility in terms of E2p 共proportional to
the average pump beam power兲. The visibility is given by the
following expression 关25兴:

E2p
2 2
X0␣1␣2共1 + e−共⌬ f 兲 ␦ 兲
2

冉 冊

P X0
2 2
␣1␣2共1 + e−共⌬ f 兲 ␦ 兲.
h 2

v=

共57兲
and therefore
053822-7

Nc共0兲 − Nc共⬁兲
,
Nc共⬁兲

共58兲
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tends to infinity the visibility tends to 1/3 and, when it is very
small, the visibility tends to 1. The limiting visibility at large
pump power of 1/3 is consistent with previous works where
spatial interference from independent thermal sources were
analyzed theoretically 关30,31兴 and experimentally 关32兴 with
light generated by stimulated Raman scattering. Similar experiments have confirmed the decrease of an interference
pattern visibility due to the increase of the multiphoton production 关33兴.

IV. CONCLUSION

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Measured visibility of the interference
patterns shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the average pump beam
power for photons in the singlet polarization state. The theoretical
curve was obtained from Eq. 共59兲 共continuous curve兲.

v=

E2pX0 E4p
+ 共2A0 + 0兲
2
4
E2pX0
2

+

3E4p
4

共2A0 + 0兲

=1−

冉

3
X0
+
2 E2p共2A0 + 0兲

冊

−1

,

共59兲
where Nc共⬁兲 means that the temporal delay ␦ is much larger
than the longitudinal photon coherence length obtained from
the HOM peak width. The measured visibility of the interference patterns shown in Fig. 4, as a function of the average
pump beam power, are shown in Fig. 5. The continuous line
is the theoretical curve obtained from Eq. 共59兲. We notice a
good agreement between the theoretical visibility curve and
the HOM measured visibility points for photon pairs in the
singlet state. All parameters in Eq. 共59兲 were obtained as
explained above and the experimental visibilities were obtained directly from the experimental curves 共Fig. 4兲 following the visibility definition shown in Eq. 共59兲. As it was
predicted in Eq. 共59兲 the visibility of the HOM interference
pattern decreases when the average pump beam power increases since it increases the two pair generation rate. This
behavior was observed theoretically by Nagasako et al. for
the case of a parametric amplifier used as light source with
photons with the same polarization being emitted 关22兴. Interference diagrams in their second work give a nice picture
about the physics behind the visibility decrease when the
gain in the parametric amplifier is increased 关23兴. In the low
gain regime, only dual input modes 共signal and idler兲 to the
interferometer produce the coincidence counts and the destructive interference of the two possible output configurations that generate coincidences produces the dip. In the high
gain regime, the single input modes 共idler or signal兲 also
generate coincidences decreasing the HOM dip visibility.
Notice also in Eq. 共59兲 that when the average pump power

We used here the multimode frequency approach developed in Refs. 关25,26兴 for studying the influence of the pump
beam power in the interference pattern visibility of the
Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer. For the regime of strong
pump beam power we must consider the spontaneous parametric generation of one and two photon pairs coming from
one and two photons of the pump pulse, respectively. The
coincidence rate at the exit of the interferometer is calculated
as a function of the temporal photons’ delay and of the pump
beam power for photon pairs generated by a type I phasematching crystal. The calculation is also extended to photon
pairs generated by a type II phase-matching crystal when
they are in a singlet or a triplet polarization state. An experiment was done for testing the calculation and a good agreement between theory and experimental results is demonstrated for the photon pairs exiting the crystal in a singlet
polarization state. The theory and the experimental data
show that by increasing the pump beam power the HOM
interference pattern visibility decreases due to the increase of
the two pairs generation per pulse.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE CORRELATION
FUNCTION (9)
共+兲
We start by calculating F̂共+兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲兩典,
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共+兲
F̂共+兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲兩典 =

E p
2
+

冕冕冕冕 ⬘
冕冕冕冕冕冕

dd d1d2e−i共t2−␦兲e−i⬘共t1+␦兲⌽共1, 2兲b̂共兲â共⬘兲â†共1兲b̂†共2兲兩vac典

2E2p
4

dd⬘d1d2d1⬘d2⬘e−i共t2−␦兲e−i⬘共t1+␦兲⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲

⫻b̂共兲â共⬘兲â†共1⬘兲b̂†共2⬘兲â†共1兲b̂†共2兲兩vac典.

共A1兲

By using the commutation relations Eq. 共17兲 in Eq. 共A1兲 we obtain
共+兲
F̂共+兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲兩典 =

E p
2
+

冕冕
冕冕冕冕

d1d2e−i2共t2−␦兲e−i1共t1+␦兲⌽共1, 2兲兩vac典

2E2p
4

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲关â†共1兲b̂†共2兲e−i2⬘共t2−␦兲e−i1⬘共t1+␦兲

+ â†共1兲b̂†共2⬘兲e−i2共t2−␦兲e−i1⬘共t1+␦兲 + â†共1⬘兲b̂†共2兲e−i2⬘共t2−␦兲e−i1共t1+␦兲
+ â†共1⬘兲b̂†共2⬘兲e−i2共t2−␦兲e−i1共t1+␦兲兴兩vac典,

共A2兲

and the square modulus becomes
共+兲
2
兩F̂共+兲
b 共t2 − ␦兲F̂a 共t1 + ␦兲兩典兩 =

2E2p
42
+

冕冕冕冕
冕冕冕冕

4E4p
162

d1d2d1d2⌽ⴱ共1, 2兲⌽共1, 2兲e−i共2−2兲共t2−␦兲e−i共1−1兲共t1+␦兲
d1d2d1⬘d2⬘

冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽ⴱ共1, 2兲

⫻⌽ⴱ共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲关â共1兲b̂共2兲â†共1兲b̂†共2兲e−i共2⬘−2⬘兲共t2−␦兲e−i共1⬘−1⬘兲共t1+␦兲 + ¯兴.
共A3兲
Then we employ the commutation relations Eq. 共17兲 in Eq. 共A3兲 and integrate over t1 and t2 in all times, since the photons’
longitudinal coherence time is much smaller than the time resolution of the detection system. If we use the result 共18兲 in the
calculation, we obtain
= 2E2p
+

冕冕冕冕
冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1d2␦共2 − 2兲␦共1 − 1兲⌽ⴱ共1, 2兲⌽共1, 2兲

4E4p
4

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘

冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲⌽ⴱ共1, 2兲

⫻⌽ⴱ共1⬘, 2⬘兲4关␦共1 − 1兲␦共2 − 2兲␦共2⬘ − 2⬘兲␦共1⬘ − 1⬘兲 + ␦共1 − 1⬘兲␦共2 − 2兲␦共2⬘ − 2⬘兲␦共1 − 1⬘兲
+ ␦共1 − 1兲␦共2 − 2⬘兲␦共2 − 2⬘兲␦共1⬘ − 1⬘兲 + ␦共1 − 1⬘兲␦共2 − 2⬘兲␦共2 − 2⬘兲␦共1 − 1⬘兲兴.

共A4兲

The contribution of Eq. 共9兲 to NIc共␦兲 is then

2E2p

冕冕

d1d2兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2 + 24E4p

冕冕冕冕

d1d2d1⬘d2⬘关兩⌽共1, 2兲兩2兩⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兩2

+ ⌽*共1⬘, 2兲⌽*共1, 2⬘兲⌽共1, 2兲⌽共1⬘, 2⬘兲兴

共A5兲

or

2E2p + 2E4p共A + 兲.
where A and  were defined before in Eqs. 共20兲 and 共21兲.
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